
Order: KeithAndre@MySacredFig.com

Opening Orders Only

Business Name: Contact: Date:

Address: PO#:

Phone: Fax:

E-mail: Website:

Payment Method:  VISA MasterCard  AM-EX

Card Number: Expiration: CVV#:

Shipping Address:

Product SKU Wholesale Retail 6 Kit 10 Kit 12 Kit 24 Kit

Cleanse & Exfoliate Quantity Quantity Quantity Quantity
Advanced Cleansing Clay OCCC350 $17.47 $34.95 6 10 12 24
Advanced Cleansing Silk OCCS350 $17.47 $34.95 6 10 12 24
Micro Polish OCMP275 $18.97 $37.95 6 10 12 24

Purify & Refine
Ultimate Solution OCUS220 $19.97 $39.95 6 10 12 24

Treat & Repair
Rosewood Wonder Drops OCWD050 $33.97 $67.95 6 10 12 24
Rosewood Wonder Mask OCWM350 $21.47 $42.95 6 10 12 24
On-The-Spot Res-Q OCSQ050 $31.47 $62.95 Avail Apr 1st Avail Apr 1st Avail Apr 1st Avail Apr 1st
Revolution-Eyes! OCRV035 $62.47 $124.95 Avail Apr 1st Avail Apr 1st Avail Apr 1st Avail Apr 1st

Nourish & Protect
Rehydrance OCRD150 $23.97 $47.95 6 10 12 24
Rehydrance Nite OCRN150 $24.97 $49.95 Avail Apr 1st Avail Apr 1st Avail Apr 1st Avail Apr 1st
Rehydrance Eye OCRE075 $21.47 $42.95 Avail Apr 1st Avail Apr 1st Avail Apr 1st Avail Apr 1st
7th Heaven Serum OCHS050 $39.97 $79.95 6 10 12 24

Specialty Items
Treatment Brush OCTB100 $6.47 $12.95 6 10 12 24

Promotional Items
Testers 1 each 1 each 1 each 2 each
Brochures 25 50 75 100

Totals 1,198.38$    1,997.30$    2,396.76$    $4,793.52
Shipping 30.00$         35.00$         40.00$         FREE

Total 1,228.38$    2,032.30$    2,436.76$    $4,793.52

Customer Service: CustomerService@OrganicComplexion.com Organic Complexion

OC Website: www.OrganicComplexion.com PO Box 30936

Bellingham WA 98228

WHOLESALE PRICE LIST
Sales/Service: (800) 884-1656

Fax: (973) 741-5175
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DIRECTIONS: Advanced Cleansing Clay

� Removal of dirt, debris, grease, makeup and environmental residues.

� Reduction in the appearance of pores.

� Revealing of healthier looking skin.

OILY SKIN
Use 1 – 2 times daily as needed.

1. Wash hands. Splash face with tepid water. Lightly pat away excess water with clean towel.

2. Rinse brush thoroughly and tap out excess water.

3. Dispense quarter size portion of Cleansing Clay onto back of non-dominant hand. Dip brush into clay and paint
thin layer over face being certain to paint hairline, chin and part of neck. AVOID EYES. Allow to quickly dry. 

4. Once dry, loosen with water by using a sopping wet clean wash cloth. (Or, hop in shower and rinse under
shower head.)

5. Thoroughly rinse Clay from face. THOROUGH RINSING is absolutely critical for successful results.

6. Gently pat dry. Apply Ultimate Solution or Rosewood Wonder Drops. Note: For those using both Ultimate Solution
and Rosewood Wonder Drops, use Ultimate Solution first, then follow with Rosewood Wonder Drops. Also, you
may enjoy using Rosewood Wonder Drops first and removing the Drops with Ultimate Solution. Either way, feel
free to experiment to determine which works best for you. 

COMBINATION TO OILY SKIN & NORMAL SKIN
Use 1-2 times daily as needed. (You may want to alternate with Oily Skin directions a few days a week.)

1. Follow step 1 above. Then, simply use Advanced Cleansing Clay as a typical facial cleanser. Gently and thoroughly
massage Advanced Cleansing Clay over face and neck, avoiding eyes, keeping product hydrated with water
while doing so. (Advanced Cleansing Clay will not foam. Its advanced cleansing system is a new technology that
does not require soaps or detergents that foam in order to properly clean skin.)

2. Thoroughly rinse Advanced Cleansing Clay prior to drying. Follow step 6 above.

SPA MASK OPTION
Once Weekly. Good for ALL SKIN TYPES except very sensitive.

Follow steps 1-3 above. Then, permit Advanced Cleansing Clay to remain on face for 30-45 minutes. At this point
you can continue with steps 5-6.

OR . . . you can take this beauty treatment to a whole new level:

Paint a fine layer of Rosewood Wonder Mask directly on top of the dried Advanced Cleansing Clay for a thorough
SPA experience. Allow the Rosewood Wonder Mask to thoroughly dry. Then follow steps 5-6 above.

This spa beauty treatment deep cleans pores, invigorates the complexion, and renews the healthy look and fresh feel
of the skin. (This is how Daniel utilizes this product for his spa clients.) Either Rosewood Wonder Drops or 7th Heaven
Serum is an ideal finish to this spa beauty treatment.

Tip! Advanced Cleansing Clay can be blended in palm of hand 50/50 with Micro Polish for a super smooth
cleansing/polishing on a daily basis.
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DIRECTIONS: Ultimate Solution

� Brightening of complexion.

� Balancing of complexion.

� Restoring complexion’s natural essence.

OILY SKIN & COMBINATION TO OILY SKIN
May be used after each Advanced Cleansing Clay application. Or, may be used on its own.

1. Lightly press a cotton ball directly against hole of pump.

2. Pump multiple times until cotton ball has plenty of solution to cover face. (Approx. 4-7 pumps.)

3. Disperse a fine layer of Ultimate Solution over face, being certain to include hairline, chin and part of neck.
AVOID EYES. No rinsing necessary. If you are using Rosewood Wonder Drops, they may be applied directly on
top of Ultimate Solution.

ALL SKIN TYPES
100% natural, safe, effective makeup remover. Use whenever needed.

1. Lightly press a cotton ball or cotton pad directly against hole of pump.

2. Pump multiple times until cotton has plenty of solution to remove makeup.

3. Proceed with removing makeup.

4. Follow with normal skin care routine.

Tip!  Toss Ultimate Solution and a few cotton balls into a baggie and take with you during the day for a quick
and thorough cleansing that does not require water rinsing. Ultimate Solution can also be used as an effective
Makeup Remover and Pre- or Post-Shave Conditioner.
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DIRECTIONS: Rosewood Wonder Drops

� Self-adjusting hydration that continues to keep pores clean
while fine layer of product remains on skin. 

� Exceptional balancing for Combination and Oily Skin.

� Shine reduction!

OILY SKIN, COMBINATION TO OILY SKIN & NORMAL SKIN
May be used daily or as needed. Also, can be used as a one-step cleansing /hydrating beauty treatment.

1. After cleansing or masking, apply 4-6 drops of Rosewood Wonder Drops to finger tips and lightly massage over
entire region that was cleansed or masked. This loosens and breaks down excess waxy buildup in pores as well
as conditions and balances combination to oily skin types. 

2. Once complete, either remove immediately, or allow to penetrate for another minute or so. REMOVE Wonder Drops
by splashing or using a sopping wet face cloth (rinse till orange pigment is gone or almost gone). Wonder Drops
residue will remain on skin and continue to clean pores while it self-adjusts to your specific hydration needs. 

3. Lightly pat dry.

Tip! If using Rosewood Wonder Drops by themselves, as Daniel does when he travels, gently splash skin,
apply 6 -8 drops directly onto wet complexion, and lightly massage over face for about 30 seconds. Splash
again, then remove with sopping wet face cloth. Do not pull or drag on skin during removal. (Or, use gentle
shower head in shower to remove.) Leave behind an ultra fine layer of Rosewood Wonder Drops as your self-
adjusting moisturizurer that will continue to clean pores while product is on the skin.
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DIRECTIONS: Rosewood Wonder Mask

� Reduces Appearance of fine lines and wrinkles.

� Reinvigorates Complexion.

� Refines Complexion.

ALL SKIN TYPES EXCEPT SENSITIVE
Use 1-3 times weekly as needed.

1. Wash hands. Splash face with tepid water. Lightly pat away excess water with clean towel, allowing complexion
to be very lightly hydrated.

2. Rinse brush and thoroughly tap out excess water.

3. Dispense quarter size portion of Rosewood Wonder Mask onto back of non-dominant hand. Dip brush into clay
and paint exceptionally THIN LAYER over face being certain to paint hairline, chin and part of neck (you should
be able to see your skin through the wet mask). AVOID EYES. Allow to dry for 10-15 minutes.

Note: You may feel a very Warming or Cooling sensation until the mask is thoroughly dry and a light pulsation
in the skin is noticed. This is a normal experience for this Spa level masking treatment.

4. Loosen Mask with sopping wet face cloth, then THOROUGHLY RINSE.

5. Follow with Rosewood Wonder Drops. Or, for dryer skin types, follow with 7th Heaven Serum.

SPA MASK OPTION
Once Weekly. Good for ALL SKIN TYPES except very sensitive.

For a thoroughly rejuvinating Spa Experience, begin with a fine layer of Advanced Cleansing Clay and allow to dry
for 30-45 minutes. Then, paint a fine layer of Rosewood Wonder Mask on top of the dried Advanced Cleansing Clay.
Allow Rosewood Wonder Mask to thoroughly dry.

This spa beauty treatment deep cleans pores, invigorates the complexion, and renews the healthy look and fresh feel
of the skin. (This is how Daniel utilizes this product for his spa clients.) Either Rosewood Wonder Drops or 7th Heaven
Serum is an ideal finish to this spa beauty treatment.
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DIRECTIONS: Ultra Fresh Micro Polish

Three forms of exfoliation all in one:

1. Mechanical – from the Micronized Diatomacious Earth.

2. Enzymatic – from the Lemon and Bergamot.

3. Gentle Fruit Acids – from the Fresh Lime.

FOR:

� Softening!

� Smoothing!

� Reduction in appearance of fine lines and wrinkles!

ALL SKIN TYPES
3-5 days weekly as needed.

Do not cleanse or mask prior to polishing. Micro Polish is used in place of a cleanser on the days you polish your skin. 

1. Wash hands and splash face with tepid to warm water.

2. Dispense quarter size portion of Micro Polish onto finger tips. Work hydrated Micro Polish around fingers, then
very lightly yet quickly polish over surface of skin, avoiding eyes. DO NOT ADD PRESSURE. Allow Micro Polish
to do the work it was created to do.

3. Can Polish for 45 seconds to a minute.

4. THOROUGHLY RINSE! Be certain to keep eyes closed through rinsing process. Once product is rinsed completely
clear from skin, lightly pat dry with clean towel.

5. Follow with 7th Heaven Serum, Rehydrance, or follow with Rosewood Wonder Drops procedure.

Tip! You can blend 50/50 Micro Polish with either Advanced Cleansing Silk or Advanced Cleansing Clay in
palm of hand prior to application for an exceptionally smoothe polishing experience!
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DIRECTIONS: Advanced Cleansing Silk

� Removes dirt, environmental debris, foundation and impurities
in a lush soothing soap-free experience.

� Reveals healthier & younger looking skin.

� Refreshens overall complexion, creating an ideal environment for
layering Organic Complexion beauty treatments and moisturizers.

NORMAL SKIN, NORMAL TO DRY SKIN & MATURE SKIN
Use 1-2 times daily as needed.

1. Wash hands. Splash face with tepid water. Or, apply directly onto dry skin. If face is splashed, lightly pat away
excess water with clean towel.

2. Dispense quarter size portion of Cleansing Silk onto fingertips. Gently and thoroughly massage Cleansing Silk
over face as you would a soap-based cleanser. Cleansing Silk will not foam. Micronized botanicals and clays are
working to clean and condition complexion without drying it.

3. Thoroughly rinse or tissue off Cleansing Silk from face. 

4. Gently pat dry. Apply 7th Heaven Serum or Rehydrance.

Tip!  For another level of gentle hydrating cleansing and polishing, blend 50/50 Advanced Cleansing Silk and
Ultra Fresh Micro Polish in palm of hand prior to cleansing. This adds additional softening and smoothing
benefits as well as invigorates the complexion.

Makeup removal!  For additional safe makeup removal, use Ultimate Solution prior to using Advanced
Cleansing Silk.
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DIRECTIONS: Rehydrance

� Reduces appearance of fine lines and wrinkles.

� Enhances appearance of healthy skin.

� Combines effective delivery system with time honored
ingredients for thorough, non-clogging hydration.

NORMAL SKIN, NORMAL TO DRY SKIN & MATURE SKIN
Apply directly after cleansing with any Organic Complexion Cleanser – or layer over 7th Heaven Serum.

1. Dispense dime size portion of Rehydrance onto clean fingertips. Gently smooth over entire complexion. 

2. Rehydrance will continue to penetrate for the next five minutes.

3. If you wear makeup, it may be successfully applied after one minute.

4. For a greater level of hydration, apply Rehydrance over a layer of 7th Heaven Serum.

Tip! Rehydrance is a highly effective Makeup Primer.

Men! Rehydrance is also a wonderfully effective post shave conditoner for men.
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DIRECTIONS: 7th Heaven Serum

� Fundamentally rehydrates the skin. 

� Smoothes away appearance of fine lines and wrinkles. 

� Reveals healthier looking skin. 

NORMAL SKIN, NORMAL TO DRY SKIN, SEVERELY DRY SKIN & MATURE SKIN
Use 1-2 times daily after cleansing, polishing or masking skin. USE VERY SPARINGLY – 100% Pure Plant
Complexes. A little goes a long way.

1. After cleansing, polishing or masking skin, dispense 4-6 drops onto fingertips.

2. Gently smooth over entire cleansed complexion. 7th Heaven Serum will take approximately 5-10 minutes to thoroughly
penetrate; however, you can proceed with applying makeup or Rehydrance within a minute of application. May
be applied twice daily.

3. Follow with a fine layer of Rehydrance for extra benefit.

Tip! 7th Heaven Serum is a superior lip beauty treatment. Gently polish lips with Micro Polish, thoroughly rinse,
then apply a fine layer of 7th Heaven Serum for a lip rejuvenating experience.

Blend! Blend 1-2 drops of 7th Heaven Serum into Rehydrance prior to applying Rehydrance to your skin for
an extra infusion of botanicals and quick moisturizing boost.




